Two-state compression of spectral tilt: individual differences and psychoacoustical limitations to the benefit from compression.
A psychoacoustic rationale was developed for a hearing aid design in which compression of spectral tilt was incorporated without any instantaneous nonlinear distortion. This involved switching between a 'flat' and a 'rising' frequency response; the switching was done slowly to avoid audible transients and was controlled by feedback derived from comparison of output levels in low- and high-frequency channels, approximating voiced/unvoiced detection. The effect of this switching process was to narrow the distribution of spectral tilt values compared with the input. Asynchrony between the switching and the triggering speech structures was avoided by also delaying the signal path. Unfortunately, hearing-impaired listeners performed more poorly on the switching system than on either of the control 'flat' or 'rising' frequency-responses. An explanation is offered (on the basis of growing evidence from perceptual experiments) of the perceptual importance of temporal envelope contours within individual frequency bands. It was possible, in part, to predict individuals' results in the switching condition from age and audiometric or psychoacoustic characteristics. The results suggest a modification to the switching design, and they point to an intrinsic limit to the ability of all hearing aids of the compression type to enhance intelligibility.